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A B S T R A C T   

The low energy density of Zn-ion hybrid supercapacitors (ZHSCs) remains to be one of the key challenges against 
its commercialization due to the lack of cathode materials with high capacity, particularly at high current 
density. Herein, biomass-derived hierarchical porous carbon nanosheets functionalized with oxygen groups and 
nitrogen dopants used as the cathode for ZHSCs are synthesized via a consecutive two-step pyrolysis-activation 
strategy, which manifest a high capacity of 220.1 mAh g− 1 at 0.2 A g− 1, and maintain 118.2 mAh g− 1 when the 
current density increases 100 times to 20 A g− 1. Benefitting from the promising performance of the as-obtained 
cathode materials, the ZHSC finally demonstrates an ultra-high energy density of 181.6 Wh kg− 1 at the power 
density of 165.0 W kg− 1, which surpasses the vast majority of state-of-the-art reported ZHSCs. Accordingly, the 
experimental results and theoretical calculations reveal that the hierarchically porous ultrathin nanosheet ar-
chitecture with macro-, meso- and micropores is favorable for boosting the physical adsorption of Zn2+, while the 
introduction of surface pyrrolic-N and carboxyl (–COOH) groups synergistically boosts the chemical adsorption 
of Zn2+. The present work provides insights into the synergistic effect of nitrogen doping and oxygen functional 
groups modification hierarchical porous carbon for Zn-ion storage.   

1. Introduction 

The development of advanced energy storage devices with high 
performance, low-cost and environmental benignity is imperative to the 
pursuit of efficient electronics, electric vehicles, and large-scale grid 
energy storage [1–3]. Supercapacitors, also known as ultracapacitors, 
have been regarded as a promising candidate by the virtue of their fast 
charging/discharging rate, high power density, and extraordinarily long 
cycle life [4,5]. Nevertheless, the energy density of supercapacitors is 
usually limited to 10 Wh kg− 1, which has become the bulky hurdle for 
their wide practical applications [6–10]. Accordingly, hybrid super-
capacitors consisting of a capacitive electrode and a battery-type elec-
trode have sprung up as the combination of supercapacitors and 
batteries, which are expected to achieve both high energy and power 
density [11,12]. Recently, in parallel with the rise of metal-ion batteries, 
monovalent (Li+, Na+, K+) and multivalent (Mg2+, Zn2+, Al3+, etc.) 

cations-based hybrid supercapacitors are blossoming [13–16]. Particu-
larly, Zn-ion hybrid supercapacitors (ZHSCs) are becoming spotlighted 
as an innovation power supply, which inherit the advantages of super-
capacitors and the merits of Zn anode such as natural abundance, low- 
cost, safety, multivalence, high theoretical gravimetric/volumetric ca-
pacities (823 mAh g− 1 and 5854 mAh cm− 3), low redox potential (-0.76 
V vs. standard hydrogen electrode) and outstanding stability in water 
[17–20]. However, the research of ZHSCs has lagged behind other en-
ergy storage systems due to the sluggish diffusion kinetics of Zn2+, the 
unsatisfied energy and power density as well as plain cycling stability. 

Cathode materials play a pivotal role in determining the energy 
storage performance of the devices [21]. Carbon materials, benefiting 
from their low-cost, good conductivity, large specific surface area (SSA), 
high porosity, tunable pore structure, and excellent stability have been 
extensively preferred as prospective cathodes for ZHSCs [22–24]. Very 
recently, substantial studies centralizing on optimization of the 
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electrochemical performances of carbonaceous materials by tailoring 
their morphology and microstructure have demonstrated remarkable 
success in this field [25,26]. Compared with conventional microporous 
carbon materials, hierarchical porous materials with intertwined micro-, 
meso-, and macropores have exhibited more attentive energy storage 
performance, which can not only offer large SSA for charge storage, but 
also shorten the diffusion pathways and minimize the diffusive resis-
tance for rapid mass transport [27–29]. Apart from that, 2D sheet-shape 
nanostructure can also offer a large electrode/electrolytes interface for 
rapid electron and ion transport, which is beneficial to improving the 
rate performance [30]. In addition to hierarchical porous pores modi-
fication, surface functionalization of carbonaceous materials with het-
eroatom substituents may have a great influence on the electronic 
structure, the surface wettability and the potential of zero charge, so as 
to regulate their electrochemical properties [31–33]. Among the het-
eroatom substituents, oxygen functional groups, usually forming at 
zigzag and armchair sites of carbon, are the easiest to achieve [34,35]. 
Besides, the introduction of nitrogen dopants into carbon matrix has 

been found effective for boosting the chemical adsorption of Zn2+ ions 
[36,37]. Therefore, only when all these requirements are met can any 
carbonaceous materials become competitive as cathodes for ZHSCs, but 
it is still a challenge to achieve such a carbonaceous material. 

From the perspective of sustainability, biomass-derived carbon ma-
terials usually possess prominent merits such as relatively low-cost, easy 
accessibility and processibility, adjustable pore structure and tunable 
surface properties, which are deemed as promising candidates for en-
ergy storage technologies [38–41]. Therefore, searching for bio- 
renewable carbon sources and developing cost-effective methods for 
mass production of highly efficient and stable carbon materials with 
hierarchically porous nanosheet structure, rich nitrogen dopants and 
oxygen functional groups are vital for high-performance ZHSCs. More-
over, the profound understanding of the synergistic effect and the 
working mechanism of the different nitrogen dopants and oxygen 
functional groups on the Zn ion storage is still opaque. 

In this study, we have developed a consecutive two-step pyrolysis- 
activation strategy to construct a new hierarchical porous carbon 

Fig. 1. Schematic illustration of the procedure for the synthesis of the FHPCNSs via a consecutive two-step pyrolysis-activation strategy.  
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nanosheets material functionalized with oxygen groups and nitrogen 
dopants (denoted as FHPCNSs) by employing the bio-renewable aerial 
roots of Ficus macrocarpa (FM) as the carbon sources. The customized 
hierarchically porous ultrathin nanosheet architecture with macropores, 
mesopores and micropores promotes electrolyte ion adsorption and 
permeation, shortens the mass transport pathways, and thus expedites 
the reaction kinetics. Density functional theory (DFT) simulations also 
reveal that the electrochemical behavior has a close relationship with 
the types of nitrogen doping and oxygen groups modification, and the 
introduction of surface pyrrolic-N and carboxyl (–COOH) functional 
groups cooperatively enhances the Zn-ion chemical adsorption. The 
synergistic effect endows the FHPCNSs cathode with excellent perfor-
mance for aqueous ZHSCs, reaching a high capacity of 220.1 mAh g− 1 at 
0.2 A g− 1 and the excellent rate performance of 118.2 mAh g− 1 when the 
current density increases 100 times to 20 A g− 1. Moreover, a distin-
guished energy density of 181.6 Wh kg− 1 at the power density of 165.0 
W kg− 1 is achieved with the as-assembled FHPCNSs//Zn ZHSC, and the 
device also displays a superb cycling stability of 30,000 cycles. This 
work is expected to deepen the understanding of the synergetic effect of 
nitrogen doping and oxygen groups modification on Zn-ion storage, and 
pave a new pathway for advanced design of carbon materials for the 
next-generation hybrid energy storage systems. 

2. Experimental section 

2.1. Synthesis of FHPCNSs 

The aerial roots of FM used in this study were collected from the 
woods at Guangzhou city, Guangdong Province of China. FHPCNSs 
samples were prepared by a sequential two-step pyrolysis and KHCO3 
activation strategy. In a typical synthesis, the FM roots were first cut into 
small pieces, washed with deionized water and ethanol, and then dried 
at 80 ◦C overnight. The dried FMs roots were then transferred to a tube 
furnace and pyrolyzed in nitrogen atmosphere at 450 ◦C for 3 h with a 
heating rate of 5 ◦C min− 1. The carbonized sample was subsequently 
mixed with KHCO3 in a mass ratio of 1:8 in 20 mL deionized water, 
followed by stirring at 80 ◦C until it dried. The mixture was then acti-
vated at 700, 800, 900 ◦C for 1.5 h in the tube furnace, respectively and 
washed with 50 mL 3 M HCl and distilled water to prepare FHPCNSs-T, 
where T is the activating temperature (700, 800 and 900 ◦C). 

2.2. Synthesis of FC 

Carbon functionalized with oxygen groups and nitrogen dopants 
(FC) is prepared according to the same process of FHPCNSs-800 but 
without the addition of KHCO3 in the second calcination process. Spe-
cifically, the FM roots were first cut into small pieces, washed with 

Fig. 2. (a) SEM, (b) enlarged SEM, (c) TEM and (d) HRTEM images of the as-prepared FHPCNSs-800 sample. (e) STEM image and the corresponding elemental 
mapping of the FHPCNSs-800. 
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deionized water and ethanol, and then dried at 80 ◦C overnight. The 
dried FMs roots were then transferred to a tube furnace and pyrolyzed at 
450 ◦C for 3 h with a heating rate of 5 ◦C min− 1 in nitrogen atmosphere. 
The carbonized sample was further annealed at 800 ◦C for 1.5 h in a tube 
furnace to obtain FC. 

The materials characterizations, electrochemical measurements, the 
assembly procedure of ZHSCs, and the theoretical calculations, as well 
as the calculations for specific capacity, energy density, power density 
can be seen in the supporting information. 

3. Results and discussion 

The procedure for preparing the FHPCNSs samples through a 
consecutive two-step pyrolysis-activation strategy is schematically 
illustrated in Fig. 1. Typically, the aerial roots of FM used as the bio- 
renewable carbon source was pyrolyzed at 450 ◦C for 3 h in N2 atmo-
sphere, followed by an activation process at high temperature (700, 800 
or 900 ◦C) by using KHCO3 as the activating agent. The as-obtained 
samples were denoted as FHPCNSs-T, where T is the activating tem-
perature. The activating mechanism of the FHPCNSs-T can be described 
as follows (Equations 1–5) [42]: 

2KHCO3→K2CO3 + CO2 + H2O (1)  

K2CO3→K2O + CO2 (2)  

K2CO3 + 2C→2K + 3CO (3)  

K2O + C→2K + CO (4)  

CO2 + C→2CO (5) 

The microscopic morphology of the FHPCNSs samples was deter-
mined by scanning electron microscopy (SEM). FHPCNSs-800 display a 
unique three-dimensional (3D) porous structure arranged by numerous 
irregular carbon nanosheets (Fig. 2a). The 3D porous morphology can 
also be seen in the SEM images of FHPCNSs-700 and FHPCNSs-900 
(Fig. S1). Further observation reveals that these carbon nanosheets 
have a smooth surface and the thickness of these nanosheets is relative 
thin (Fig. 2b). The ultrathin structure of the carbon nanosheets was 

further verified by transmission electron microscopy (TEM, Fig. 2c). The 
high-resolution TEM (HRTEM) observation reveals that the carbon 
nanosheets of FHPCNSs-800 possess an amorphous graphitic structure 
with numerous defects, leading to disordered mesopores and nanopores 
(Fig. 2d). The SEM and TEM results combined demonstrate the ultrathin 
carbon nanosheet architecture with abundant hierarchical micro-, meso- 
, and macropores of the FHPCNSs-800. The ultrathin carbon nanosheets 
could shorten the ion diffusion pathways, reduce the diffusive resistance 
for mass transport, and promote electron transfer, while the hierarchical 
pores with micropores act as the active sites for ions, mesopores promote 
the ion diffusion, and macropores serve as the ion buffer pool. All of 
these are favorable for boosting the electrochemical performance. 

Energy-dispersive Xray (EDX) spectrum further manifests that C, O 
and N elements are distributed homogeneously in the whole sample 
region, confirming the successful introduction of oxygen and nitrogen 
heteroatoms in the FHPCNSs-800 sample (Fig. 2e). As a contrast, the as- 
prepared FC was obtained via the similar process of FHPCNSs-800 but 
without the addition of KHCO3 in the second annealing process. The FC 
tend to exhibits a solid root-like structure, as shown in Fig. S2. 

The phase compositions of the as-prepared FHPCNSs-700, FHPCNSs- 
800, FHPCNSs-900 and FC samples were then investigated by X-ray 
diffraction (XRD) technique. As shown in Fig. S3, all the samples exhibit 
two broad and weak peaks centered at 21◦ and 43◦ corresponding to the 
(002) and (101) planes of graphite, respectively. The crystallinity of the 
samples was then examined by Raman spectroscopy, and the two peaks 
at 1338 cm− 1 and 1596 cm− 1 in the Raman spectra are ascribed to the D- 
band and G-band, respectively (Fig. S4). The larger intensity ratio of the 
D-band and the G-band (ID/IG) of 0.98 for FHPCNSs-800 indicates a 
higher surface disorder degree as compared to those of the other sam-
ples. N2 adsorption/desorption experiments were carried out to reveal 
the pore characteristics of the as-obtained FHPCNSs. As shown in 
Fig. 3a, the N2 adsorption isotherms of the FHPCNSs-800 exhibit a 
complex Type I/IV curve with a sharp uptake in the low-pressure region 
(P/P0 < 0.1) and an evident curved hysteresis loop in the middle- and 
high-pressure region (0.45 < P/P0 < 1), illustrating the co-existence of 
micro-, meso and macropores. The SSA and pore volume for FHPCNSs- 
800 are 1454.7 m2 g− 1 and 1.15 cm3 g− 1, respectively, which are 
significantly higher than 19.2 m2 g− 1 and 0.02 cm3 g− 1 of FC (Table S1). 

Fig. 3. (a) N2 adsorption and desorption curves, (b) pore size distrubutions, (c) XPS survey spectra, (d) high-resolution C1s XPS spectra, (e) high-resolution O1s XPS 
spectra, and (f) high-resolution N1s XPS spectra of the as-prepared FHPCNSs-700, FHPCNSs-800, FHPCNSs-900 and FC samples. 
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Fig. 3b shows the pore size distribution curves, further confirming the 
hierarchical porous properties of the FHPCNSs samples with micropores 
and mesopores. In addition, the FHPCNSs-800 show the distinct meso-
pores with diameters around 2.2 and 3.1 nm, and a large meso-/mac-
ropore volume of 0.79 cm3 g− 1, which favor the rapid transport of ions 
and the adsorption/desorption kinetics during the energy storage 
process. 

X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) was used to analyze the 
surface chemical states and the heteroatom-doping styles of the four 
samples. Only carbon, oxygen, nitrogen elements were detected in the 
XPS survey spectra, proving the successful introduction of oxygen and 
nitrogen heteroatoms in the as-synthesized samples (Fig. 3c). The sur-
face contents of oxygen and nitrogen in FHPCNSs-800 are 38.8 atm.% 
and 3.1 atm.%, respectively, which are similar to those of FHPCNSs-700 

(33.8 atm.% and 3.2 atm.%), but awfully higher than those of FHPCNSs- 
900 (7.2 atm.% and 0.9 atm.%, Table S2). The high contents oxygen and 
nitrogen in FHPCNSs-800 and FHPCNSs-700 may be ascribed to the 
relative low activation temperature. In addition, the as-obtained FC 
sample possesses 18.1 atm.% and 2.1 atm.% of surface boned oxygen 
and nitrogen, respectively. The high-resolution spectra of C1s region 
exhibit four forms of carbon-bonded groups including C = C/C–C (284.8 
eV), C–N/C–OH (285.9 eV), C = O (287.7 eV), and O–C = O (290.0 eV) 
functional groups (Fig. 3d) [43]. The core-level O1s peaks in Fig. 3e can 
be divided into four peaks at 530.6 eV, 532.1 eV, 533.4 eV and 535.0 eV, 
which are assigned to the C = O, C–O/N–O, C–O–C and –COOH groups 
[43]. It is worth noting that the FHPCNSs-800 possess higher content of 
–COOH groups compared to the other three samples (Table S3). The 
higher content of –COOH may be beneficial for redox reactions, 

Fig. 4. Electrochemcial performances of the as-prepared FHPCNSs-700, FHPCNSs-800, FHPCNSs-900, and FC cathodes. (a) CV curves at 10 mV s− 1. (b) GCD curves 
at 1 A g− 1. (c) Specific capacities at various current densities. (d) Ragone plots with comparisons with the state-of-art carbon-based cathode materials for ZHSCs. (e) 
Cycling stability and coulombic effeicency of FHPCNSs-800-based cathode illustrated by the practical application test. 
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providing a larger pseudocapacitance [44]. Additionally, in the N1s XPS 
spectra, four peaks for pyridinic N (398.5 eV), pyrrolic N (399.7 eV), 
graphitic N (400.9 eV) and oxidized N-O (403.0 eV) are observed 
(Fig. 3f) [45]. The detailed contents of the bonded-nitrogen groups in 
the FHPCNSs and FC samples are shown in Table S4. The results show 
that pyrrolic-N and graphitic-N apparently dominate the N1s peaks of 
FHPCNSs-700 and FHPCNSs-800, whose contents are apparently higher 
than those in FHPCNSs-900 and FC samples. 

The Zn-ion storage performances of the as-prepared FHPCNSs and FC 
samples were estimated by assembling a CR2025-type coin cell with Zn 
foil as the anode and 2 M ZnSO4 as the electrolyte. Cyclic voltammetry 
(CV) curves in a three-electrode configuration reveal that there is a wide 
potential gap between FHPCNSs and Zn. The evident redox peaks of Zn 
anode at − 0.9 V (vs. SCE) is due to the platting/stripping of Zn/Zn2+

(Fig. S5). Fig. 4a displays the cyclic voltammetry (CV) curves of the 
FHPCNSs-based ZHSCs at 10 mV s− 1, and as a proof, a wide voltage 
window of 0.35 ~ 2.0 V is obtained. The extended potential to 2.0 V can 
be attributed to the suppressed oxygen and hydrogen evolution pro-
cesses with the high-content oxygen and nitrogen groups on the 
FHPCNSs-800, as demonstrated in Fig. S6 [46,47]. A quasi-rectangular 
shape with an evidently broad redox peaks in the range of 0.7 to 1.4 V 
in the CV curve is observed for the FHPCNSs-800, which are attributed 
to the plating/stripping of Zn and a pseudocapacitive behavior of ni-
trogen/oxygen functional groups. Moreover, the CV curves show little 
deviation and the shape of the redox peaks has no obvious change when 
the scan rate increases from 5 to 100 mV s− 1, suggesting a fast 

electrochemical reaction kinetics (Fig. S7). This phenomenon can also 
be seen in the CV curves of the FHPCNSs-700. However, such redox 
property is relatively inconspicuous in the CV curves of the FHPCNSs- 
900, especially for those at larger scan rate of 100 mV s− 1 due to the 
fewer oxygen and nitrogen heteroatoms in the carbon matrix. For the 
FC-based ZHSC, the current densities of the CV curves are invariably 
lower compared to those for the FHPCNSs-800 at various scan rates from 
5 to 100 mV s− 1, indicating a lower capacity. Hence, the hierarchical 
porous structure with macro-, meso- and micropores and a large surface 
area are believed to enhance the physical adsorption/desorption reac-
tion, while the high contents of oxygen and nitrogen groups are expected 
to boost the chemical Zn-ion adsorption/desorption. These two factors 
both contribute to an enhanced Zn-ion storage performance. Accord-
ingly, the FHPCNSs-800 cathode delivers a superior capacity of 220.1 
mAh g− 1 at 0.2 A g− 1, which is higher than 134.6, 155.3, and 70.3 mAh 
g− 1 for the FHPCNSs-700, FHPCNSs-900 and FC samples, respectively 
(Fig. 4b). The value is also superior to most of the state-of-the-art car-
bon-based ZHSCs (Table S5). In addition, a fascinating rate performance 
with the prominent specific capacity of 118.2 mAh g− 1 corresponding to 
the rate ratio of 54% is achieved when the current density increases 100 
times, which is better than other contrast samples including FHPCNSs- 
700 (52.2 mAh g− 1, 39%), FHPCNSs-900 (63.9 mAh g− 1, 41%) and FC 
samples (13.5 mAh g− 1, 19%, Fig. 4c and Fig. S8). The prominent per-
formance of the FHPCNSs is the combined result of the pore structure 
with large SSA, and the rich pyrrolic-N and –COOH functional groups 
(Fig. S9). Integrating the high capacity, good rate property and wide 

Fig. 5. Electrochemical kinetics analysis. (a) EIS spectra of the as-prepared FHPCNSs-700, FHPCNSs-800, FHPCNSs-900, and FC cathodes with an inset of the analog 
electrical circuit. (b) The relationship between the real part of impedance and low frequencies of the as-prepared FHPCNSs-700, FHPCNSs-800, FHPCNSs-900, and FC 
cathodes. (c) CV curves with the capacitive fraction at 10 mV s− 1 for the FHPCNSs-800. (d) Relative contributions of diffusion-controlled process and capacitive 
reactions based on the CV curves of the FHPCNSs-800. 
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working voltage window, the as-assembled FHPCNSs-800//Zn ZHSC 
obtained the ultra-high energy and power density, that is, the maximum 
energy density of 181.6 Wh kg− 1 at the power density of 165.0 W kg− 1, 
and the maximum power density of 1.6 kW kg− 1 with the energy density 
of 97.5 Wh kg− 1 remaining (Fig. 4d). The values surpass those of the 
recently reported ZHSCs, such as HPC/CC//Zn (110.0 Wh kg− 1 at 0.4 
kW kg− 1) [48], MCHSs//Zn (129.3 Wh kg− 1 at 266.4 W kg− 1) [25], bio- 
carbon derived AC//Zn (61.6 Wh kg− 1 at 72.0 W kg− 1) [22], PSC- 
A600//Zn (147.0 Wh kg− 1 at 136.1 W kg− 1) [49], AC//Zn (84.0 Wh 
kg− 1 at 80.0 W kg− 1) [24], LDC//Zn (97.6 Wh kg− 1 at 0.4 kW kg− 1) 
[30], NPC//Zn (81.1 Wh kg− 1) [37], MSPC//Zn (36.5 Wh kg− 1 at 376.6 
W kg− 1) [41], and so on (Fig. 4d and Table S5). In addition, the 
FHPCNSs-800//Zn device exhibits excellent cycling performance 
without obvious loss of the original capacity after 30,000 cycles at a 
current density of 2 A g− 1, which may be due to the excellent chemical 
and structural stability of the FHPCNSs-800 cathode and Zn anode 
(Fig. 4e and Fig. S10 and Fig. S11). The slight rise of the capacity before 
20,000 times in the charge/discharge cycling test can be ascribed to the 
the activation of the electrode materials resulting from the gradual 
permeation of the electrolyte through the electrode [50]. The coulombic 
efficiency of the ZHSC maintains 100% during the cycling, manifesting 
its good reversibility. The glorious performances prove its great poten-
tial in practical energy storage applications. Two of the FHPCNSs-800// 

Zn ZHSCs connected in series are capable of running a fan and lighting 
the red light-emitting diodes. 

To have a better understanding of the electrochemical reaction ki-
netics in the hierarchical porous cathode of the FHPCNSs-800 with ni-
trogen dopants and oxygen functional groups, electrochemical 
impedance spectroscopy (EIS) and CV analyses were conducted on the 
as-assembled ZHSCs. As shown in Fig. 5a, the EIS spectra all consist of a 
semicircle in the high-frequency regions that is correlative to the charge 
transfer, and a straight line in the low-frequency regions related to the 
diffusion process. The EIS spectra are fitted with an analog electrical 
circuit (Inset of Fig. 5a). Apparently, the FHPCNSs-800 obtain a lower 
charge transfer resistance (Rct) of 27.2 Ω in contrast to the FHPCNSs-700 
(32.8 Ω), FHPCNSs-900 (30.4 Ω) and FC electrodes (41.4 Ω), manifest-
ing the quicker charge transport at the electrode/electrolyte interface 
(Table S6). Fig. 5b displays the linear relationship between Z’ and ω-1/2, 
in which the slope of the line represents the Warburg coefficient. As it 
can be seen, the FHPCNSs-800 exhibit the minimum slope value among 
the samples, indicating that its fastest Zn-ion diffusion kinetics. CV 
curves of the FHPCNSs-800//Zn ZHSC at various scan rates from 5 to 
100 mV s− 1 were further analyzed based on the following equation to 
understand the Zn-ion storage mechanism and kinetics [51,52]. 

i = avb (6) 

Fig. 6. Study of the electrode reactions of the FHPCNSs-800//Zn ZHSC at different GCD states (A, B, C, D, E). (a) GCD curves at 1 A g− 1. (b) XRD analysis of the 
FHPCNSs-800 cathode at various GCD states. (c) ex-situ SEM analysis of the FHPCNSs-800 cathode at states A, C, and E. (d) XRD analysis of Zn foil anode at various 
GCD states. (e) ex-situ SEM analysis of Zn anode at states A, C, and E. 
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Here, i is the peak current, v is the scan rate, a and b are constants. 
Generally, the b-value of 1 indicates a capacitive mechanism, while 0.5 
represents a diffusion-controlled process. For the FHPCNSs-800, the b- 
value of the anodic peak is 0.88, suggesting that the Zn-ion storage in the 
electrode is a combined effect of the capacitive and diffusion-controlled 
process (Fig. S12). Additionally, the b-value of the FHPCNSs-800 is 
larger than those of the FHPCNSs-700 (0.78), FHPCNSs-900 (0.87), and 
FC electrodes (0.64), which indicates a more contribution of capacitive 
process and therefore leads to better rate performance. To further 
quantify the contributions of these two effects in the FHPCNSs-800 
cathode, the current i(V) was further analyzed based on the Equation 
7 [53]. 

i(V) = k1v+ k2v1/2 

where k1 and k2 are variable constants, and v is the scan rate. 
Consequently, the capacitive process contributes 45% to the total ca-
pacity at 10 mV s− 1 (Fig. 5c), and increases apace to 86% when the scan 
rate reaches 100 mV s− 1, implying that the capacitive mechanism 
dominates the energy storage process at high scan rates (Fig. 5d). While 
for the FC electrode, those account for 41% and 70% of the total capacity 
at 10 and 100 mV s− 1, respectively (Fig. S13). These results all 
demonstrate that the FHPCNSs-800 with hierarchical porous nanosheet 
structure, large SSA and rich surface oxygen and nitrogen groups facil-
itates charge transfer and ion transport, resulting in the excellent energy 
storage performance. 

The Zn ion storage mechanism of the FHPCNSs-800//Zn device was 
further investigated by using ex situ XRD and SEM measurements to 
characterize the morphology and structure changes of the Zn anode and 
the FHPCNSs-800 cathode at different charge–discharge voltages. 
Fig. 6a shows the charge and discharge (GCD) curve of the ZHSC at 1 A 
g− 1, in which the device first discharges from 2.0 V (state A) to 1.2 V 
(state B) and continues to 0.35 V (state C), and then charges to 1.2 V 
(state D) and finally fully charged to 2.0 V (state E). During the discharge 
process, the characteristic peak of zinc sulfate hydroxide (Zn4(OH)6-

SO4⋅5H2O) appeared, and reached the highest intensity at the fully 
discharged state C. The formation of Zn4(OH)6SO4⋅5H2O can be attrib-
uted to the change of the pH at the electrode surface [17]. Upon 
charging, the intensity of the peak for Zn4(OH)6SO4⋅5H2O gradually 
weakened, but could not disappear completely, indicating that the for-
mation and dissolution of Zn4(OH)6SO4⋅5H2O are not completely 
reversible (Fig. 6b). These phenomena can also be verified by ex-situ 

SEM images. As shown in Fig. 6c, a spot of Zn4(OH)6SO4⋅5H2O nano-
sheets were formed on the surface of the electrode at discharging, and 
then partly of them dissolved during the charge process. The incomplete 
dissolution of Zn4(OH)6SO4⋅5H2O may be attributed to the small change 
of pH value in the electrolyte solution, as the precipitation reaction 
occurs when the pH of the solution is larger than ~ 5.3 and re-dissolves 
with the decrease of the pH value [24]. Additionally, it is apparent that, 
for the Zn foil anode, no new substance is generated at charging and 
discharging, but along with the peaks of Zn rising and falling slightly, 
indicating that the main reaction is the stripping/plating of Zn (Fig. 6d). 
Moreover, the Zn foil could almost completely recover without the 
observation of the newly formed Zn nanosheets on the electrode surface 
after fully charging, suggesting the good reversibility of the Zn strip-
ping/plating process (Fig. 6e). The above results show that the Zn 
stripping/plating process is the only reaction for the Zn anode, and the 
FHPCNSs-800 cathode stores energy mainly through ion adsorption/ 
desorption. In addition, the side reactions involving the formation and 
dissolution of Zn4(OH)6SO4⋅5H2O contribute to part of the capacity. 

To get insight into the influences of nitrogen doping and oxygen 
functionalization on the Zn-ion storage performance, DFT calculations 
were performed. Considering the high content (38.8 atm.%) of oxygen in 
the FHPCNSs-800, we first evaluate the adsorption energy of Zn2+ on the 
pure carbon and oxygen functionalized carbon surfaces with –COOH, C 
= O, –OH and C–O–C. In contrast to the pure graphene surface, the 
oxygen-doped graphene surfaces all exhibit more negative Zn2+

adsorption energy, indicating that the introduction of oxygen functional 
groups can facilitate the adsorption of Zn2+ on the carbon surface 
(Fig. 7a-e). In addition, the –COOH functionalized carbon surface rea-
ches the highest adsorption affinity (-0.1 eV) toward Zn2+ among the 
oxygen functionalized samples, which demonstrates that the –COOH 
functional group has the strongest promotional effect on Zn-ion 
adsorption. Furthermore, we investigate the adsorption energy of Zn2+

on the surfaces of graphene functionalized with –COOH and graphitic-N, 
graphene functionalized with –COOH and pyridinic-N, and graphene 
functionalized with –COOH and pyrrolic-N (Fig. 7f-h). The results show 
that the introduction of nitrogen dopants into the –COOH functionalized 
carbon matrixes may not display an enhancement. However, an obvious 
increase of the Zn-adsorption energies (-0.19 eV) can be achieved on 
pyrrolic-N and –COOH functionalized carbon, indicating a synergistic 
effect. Therefore, the introduction of pyrrolic-N and –COOH functional 
groups can cooperatively promote the chemical adsorption of Zn2+ on 

Fig. 7. DFT calculations illustration adsorption energies and optimized configurations of Zn2+ on various carbon surfaces: (a) pure graphene, (b) –COOH func-
tionalized graphene, (c) C = O functionalized graphene, (d) –OH functionalized graphene, (e) C–O–C functionalized graphene, (f) graphene functionalized with 
–COOH and graphitic-N, (g) graphene functionalized with –COOH and pyridinic-N, and (h) graphene functionalized with –COOH and pyrrolic-N. 
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the carbon surfaces, leading to the enhanced Zn-ion storage 
performance. 

4. Conclusions 

In summary, we demonstrate the synthesis of biomass-derived 
FHPCNSs as the novel cathode for boosting electrochemical perfor-
mance of the ZHSCs. The as-obtained FHPCNSs-800 electrode displays a 
high capacity of 220.1 mAh g− 1 at 0.2 A g− 1 and superior rate perfor-
mance of 118.2 mAh g− 1 at 20 A g− 1. More impressively, the FHPCNSs- 
800//Zn ZHSC delivers a prominent energy density of 181.6 Wh kg− 1 at 
the power density of 165.0 W kg− 1, which surpasses the majority of the 
reported ZHSCs. An excellent cycling stability for 30,000 cycles is also 
achieved with the FHPCNSs-800//Zn device. The superb performance is 
attributed to the hierarchical porous ultrathin nanosheet structure and 
the large SSA boosting the physical Zn-ion adsorption and ion diffusion 
kinetics, and the introduction of –COOH and pyrrolic-N functional 
groups cooperatively promoting the chemical adsorption of Zn2+, as 
demonstrated by theoretical calculations. This finding provides insights 
into the types of nitrogen doping and oxygen groups modification for 
enhancing the Zn-ion storage performance, and offer new opportunities 
for the design of high-performance carbon materials for ZHSCs. 
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